ART OBJECTS
Art objects can take many forms. Some are much more portable
than others. Items such as paintings, sculpture, tapestries, vases,
carpets and furniture are made from all sorts of materials. Such
objects are inconvenient for adventurers to get out of the
dungeon and cart around, compared with pieces of jewellery,
gemstones and coinage.
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ITEM
Decorative hanging lamp made from red glass and
bronze.
Ebony statuette of a tall, thin plains warrior carrying
a spear.
Crocodile-shaped painted wooden mask inlaid with
turtle shell.
Flattering portrait of Lord Locher, ruler of the Lonely
Coast, in a plain wooden frame.
Wooden chandelier with bronze dragon-headed
candle holders.
Small painting of weary pilgrims visiting the Priory of
Cymer.
Soapstone bust of the dwarven king, Odvin
Hammerschlag.
Four-inch pyramid of polished obsidian; each side
bears the symbol of a different element
Black pottery vase decorated with pastoral scenes in
gold leaf.
Red, white and black wool rug with diamond
patterns.
Fine mahogany jewellery box inlaid with a floral
design in light wood.
Small brass statuette of a particularly hideous harpplaying harpy.
A large walrus tusk, three-foot-long, decorated with
scrimshaw carving of a dragonship.
Chestnut bookcase carved with grinning imps.
Leather footstool made from a stuffed bulette’s leg.
Alabaster bust of Queen Meritamon of the desert
kingdom of Khemet.
Painting of a flame-haired female captain defending
her sinking ship from skeletal pirates.
Small and disturbing-looking statue of a tentaclefaced humanoid, sculpted from a sickly purple stone
that glows softly in the dark.
Gold-plated mask depicting the laughing face of a
satyr.
Hinged golden sphere, six inches in diameter, its
inside lined with velvet.
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Large white china vase painted with lions, huge dogs
and dragons.
Grotesque-looking jade mask with large ears and
mother of pearl and obsidian eyes.
Wool and cotton woven kilim (an exquisitely woven
rug) decorated with geometric and animal designs.
Small gilded wooden statue of a centaur drawing his
bow.
Miniature painting on paper, depicting a fat
maharajah mounted on an elephant, on a tiger hunt.
Small gold statuette of a seductive-looking succubus.
When the light catches it, it appears to wink.
Dramatically mounted trophy of three chimera
heads.
Set of six marble canopic jars topped with lids
depicting animal-headed deities of Khemet.
Teak table with inlaid mother of pearl, ivory and
ebony patterns.
Painting in a gilded frame depicting a giant’s castle in
the clouds under attack from a flight of dragons.
Rug of rare pure white gorilla fur.
Collection of nine small jade statuettes of monsters,
including a dragon, an owlbear and a remorhaz.
Rosewood wardrobe decorated in gold leaf with
scenes of the City of Brass.
Tapestry showing a great battle between mounted
knights of Kjarran and ravening orc hordes.
Painting of the mighty conjurer Arius binding an
efreet to his service.
Silver bell inscribed with the teachings of Darlen.
Large polished wooden globe on a stand, depicting
the Known World and many unknown lands.
Ivory statuette of a prancing horse.
Oak table with marble top inset and mosaic depicting
a hunting scene.
Wall mirror with gold frame in a leaf and
chrysanthemum design.

ART OBJECT VALUE MODIFIER
Optionally, roll on this table to determine the object’s
condition or collectability to a collector (and modified value):

D6

CONDITION
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Collectable or sought after (+50% value)
Rare (+25% value)
Poor condition (-25% value)
Terrible condition (-50% value)

